LENESS, SANFORD

Engineers Score Points In Pole Vault And Half Mile

Due to the excellent work of George Leness in the half-mile, and Major Sanford in the pole vault, Technology is again before the track as well as the swimming meetings and in a 1st. 5ths. half-mile, Leness proved to followers of the game that he is a serious contender for national middle distance honors and as such will be respected by national champions.

Major Sanford qualified Friday after

a "steady" time of 12 ft 6 in. This was his fastest time as he had he ever vaulted before, but he approached his best height last year, of 12 ft. 1-1/2 inches.

Almost every man in the Institute has already heard over and over again of George Leness struggling with placing points to runner up position in the last half mile that has been run. Masters of Georgetown, winner of the 1924 Central Conference, and had first honors pretty well tucked away. But now the home stretch was reached. Mastersley was leading with George Leness of Harvard, 2nd half mile champion in third place. From point one Leness outpaced a boundless sprint, pulled Harvard rival very easily and gained foot by foot on the leader. The handicap of ten yards was not enough to hold back the Engineer. Leness proved it by placing the winner if he had a little more distance in which to make up the 20 ft. yards that separated him from the winner at the tape. His remarkable form is again being considered the next collegiate star of the track and field.

Captain Chint Drew, Walky Brookly was not so quick as he and Glantzberg were expected to be in the last season that he will develop into a first class pole vaulter. His height of 10 ft. 1-1/2 inches will be appreciated better than anyone that he was in the game last year. Drew touched 150 feet in the hammer throw and will be appreciated more for himself and the Institute in competition next year.

Almost every man on the Tech track is aware that George Leness struggled from the last Olympic team, has been practicing quite regularly on the Tech track during the past season. It was sweet revenge of Yale and Harvard. George Leness and Major Sanford gained this year honors for themselves and the Institute in competition next year.
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SCORE IN I.C. 4-A

GOLF TEAM ENDS SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Have Defeated Brown and B. U. With Ease—Tied With Colgate 3-3

With two decisive wins and one tie, as compared with four losses, the golf team on the whole enjoyed a satisfactory season. B. U. and Brown were defeated 6-4, all of the men played excellent golf in these matches. Last week in their last meet of the season the Cardinal and Grey golfers tied the strong Colgate team 3-3.

The only decisive losses of the season were to Harvard and Williams, both of whom possessed better than the average team of the year. They were victorious through the entire season with only one defeat and that at the hands of Yale in the last match of the year. Williams also possessed a team that would make the measure of most college teams in this part of the country. Both the Harvard and Williams matches were tied 6-4.

Amateur and Holy Cross, the Tech team went down to defeat after a series of individual struggles that were not decided until the last green. There was only a stroke or so difference between a win and a tie in the Holy Cross match. Amherst was more fortunate winning five out of six of their matches.

With a win over B. U. to open the season, it appeared as if the Engineer team was on its way to a long string of wins. The Terrific team had several individual stars that were counted upon to come through, and it caused considerable surprise when the Tech poli was beaten through a 6-0 win.

A Brown team that was very little better than the next week in their last meet of the season, it appeared as if the Engineer team was on its way to a long string of wins. The Terrific team had several individual stars that were counted upon to come through, and it caused considerable surprise when the Tech poli was beaten through a 6-0 win.

Latin HI HOSES TO FROM COURTIES 6-0

Playing the best tennis that they have exhibited so far this season, the bright and promising batters defeated the Cambridge Latin team Saturday 6-0. The fresh did not feel the loss of Johnson, who has been the leading player on the squad all year. Captain Ben- don of the fresh seemed destined to lose his singles when he lost the last set to Conlon 6-1. He pulled himself together however and won the next two easily at 6-3, 6-2.

Hagedorn defeated Captain Denge of the Latin team easily at 6-0, 4-6. Palo of the Engineer team started poorly against Rice, but gradually worked himself into form, winning the last set 6-4. Wharton had no trouble in disposing of Clifton with the loss of only one game.

Rayton and Hagedorn teamed to defeat Captain Denge and Clifton. Palo and Wharton after winning a long first set at 13-14, started playing real tennis in the second and won 6-4.
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Pops Orchestra of 100 Symphony Players.

AGNE JACCHIA, Conductor

Popular Festival of Refreshments
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